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Abstract 
Exploratory design workshops were conducted using five participatory methods with ten automobile drivers in 
order to understand what characterizes natural-feeling interaction with automobiles’ secondary, comfort and 
infotainment controls. Hands-on, artefact-focused methods were selected for their potential to understand these 
familiar but characteristically silent and private interactions. ‘Think Aloud’ analyses, flexible modeling, breaching, 
focus groups and ‘future fictions’ were conducted in an immersive automotive workshop using real automotive 
controls. Some sessions took place in a parked automobile. Grounded theory Thematic Analysis suggested a 
framework with 11 themes: Familiarity and predictability, Driver in full and ultimate control, Communication with 
reality, Weighty physical sensations, Cabin comfort and sanctuary, Uncluttered cabin architecture, Low visual 
demand, Low cognitive demand, Humanlike partnership, Humanlike sentience and learning, and Humanlike 
verbal-auditory communication. Natural-feeling interaction may be more likely perceived in an automobile, 
system or individual control that exhibits as many of the 11 themes as appropriate. 

Introduction  
Some evidence suggests that automobile drivers’ current user experience may be perceived as 
confusing and cluttered (e.g. Meschtscherjakov et al. 2011), distracting (Wynn, Richardson and 
Stevens 2013), or disconnected (Walker, Stanton and Young 2006). At the same time, 
technology is fundamentally changing the nature of the driving task (Banks, Stanton and 
Harvey 2014a) through ‘drive-by-wire’ and a plethora of intelligent driver support systems 
which together could almost be described as a ‘self-driving car’. While familiar primary 
controls determine the automobile’s motion, secondary controls play an important role 
supporting safe driving, for example by operating wipers, indicators and horn. A growing 
number of infotainment controls now access information and entertainment for example GPS, 
music, internet and telephone while a variety of comfort controls keep occupants comfortable 
and alert for example ventilation, seat adjustment and mood lighting (Kern and Schmidt 2009). 

Successful interface design requires deep understanding of how humans perform tasks (Jaspers 
2006) but the private, silent and often unconscious execution of driver-automobile interactions 
makes this very challenging. Perhaps as a result, cognitive and quantitative approaches to 
driver-automobile interaction dominate the literature, essentially ‘human performance testing’, 
but these risk underestimating human emotions, moods, needs, and values systems (Gomez, 
Popovic and Bucolo 2008). In particular, automotive user interface development is often 
informed by simulator studies which can poorly recreate real world scenarios and contextual 
factors (Meschtscherjakov et al. 2011).  

Qualitative approaches however have the potential to ‘derive fruitful explanations’ and 
‘conceptual frameworks’ (Miles and Huberman 1994, 1) yet are relatively rarely applied in 
automotive interface research (Meschtscherjakov et al. 2011). A naturalness approach 
(O’hara et al. 2013) may have the potential to further enhance driver user experience, emotional 
connection and even safety (Giacomin and Ramm 2013). While interaction naturalness is a 
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broad and sometimes blurred notion (Bérard and Rochet-Capellan 2015) there is some 
consensus over its core positive concepts of sensory-motor skill transfer (ibid), learned 
expertise (Wigdor and Wixon 2011), mimicry of the natural world or body (Jacob et al. 2008), 
coherence of metaphor (Celentano and Dubois 2014) or mimicry of human-human interaction 
(Van Dam 1997). While the popular motoring press frequently alludes to ‘naturalness’ of 
automobile controls, the same cannot be said of academic research. Very little research exists 
on naturalness of interacting with an automobile’s controls, and the meanings and feelings 
drivers attribute to them have rarely formed an explicit research topic since Black (1966) more 
than half a century ago. Occasional recent work has recognized the importance of meaning and 
metaphor in automotive interfaces but has tended to focus on novel advanced safety systems of 
the type rarely deployed in normal driving (e.g. Kazi et al. 2007; Vadeby et al. 2011) rather 
than common secondary, comfort or infotainment controls.  

Structuralists and philosophers may consider abstract concepts such as ‘naturalness’ to be 
inherently unstable - changing over time according to experience, culture and prevailing 
stereotypes (e.g. Gentner and Grudin 1985) just as language may be appropriated for the 
specific purpose at hand and is distinct from meaning (Hintikka 1979). The notion of 
automotive naturalness may be especially unstable at a time of rapid advancement in consumer 
and automotive electronics. However a valid research need exists for basic understanding of 
what ordinary drivers perceive as natural or unnatural at this crucial time when 
technological change is reconfiguring the driving interface and the driver’s relationship with it. 
 
There would appear to be a number of candidate qualitative approaches to address this gap. 
Ethnography, the scientific description of peoples and cultures with their customs and habits 
(Wolcott 1999) particularly at work, would appear to be a logical starting point and has indeed 
been undertaken as part of the wider project. However, ethnography has been found to be 
challenging in the confines of the automobile, because of limited space, researcher intrusion, 
and the risk of causing accidents (Meschtscherjakov et al. 2011). It also requires extensive 
research time. Moreover ethnography’s mainstay of in vivo participant-observation would 
appear to be inappropriate for solo, silent machine interactions that are often executed 
apparently ‘automatically’ and semiconsciously (Dogan, Steg and Delhomme et al. 2011). 

A previous exploratory study (Ramm et al. 2014) interviewed drivers seated in their driving 
seats about their automobiles’ controls using ethnographically derived questions (Spradley 
1979) in a form of Contextual Inquiry (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1999). It suggested ten factors 
that foster natural-feeling driver-automobile interaction (see Figure 1). Five constructs 
concerned physical characteristics, and five concerned apparent socio-intelligent ‘behaviours’ 
of the automobile. Because such narrative interview formats risk creating post-rationalized or 
socially-mediated accounts (Mruck and Breuer 2003), complementary methods were sought. 
Human-centred design methodology (e.g. Martin and Hanington 2012) and design 
anthropology (Donovan and Gunn 2013) sometimes employ activity-based participatory 
methods involving artefact stimuli and future visioning with product and service users. Such 
methods have potential to reduce narrative bias (Patton 1990) and provide an alternative 
account of ‘private silent’ interactions. Such an approach also appeared novel in automotive 
research.  

The purpose of this study was therefore to attempt such activity-based exploratory methods 
with automobile drivers in an immersive workshop environment. This would explore in a 
bottom-up way the poorly understood subject of drivers’ current perceptions and stereotypes 
around ‘natural-feeling’ interaction with secondary, comfort and infotainment controls. For 
readability, these will be referred to simply as ‘secondary controls’ hereafter. 
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Figure 1: The Ten Constructs of driver-automobile naturalness from Ramm et al, 2014. 

 

Research Question  
Research Question: What are the characteristics of natural-feeling driver-automobile 
interaction with secondary controls? 
Objective: To use activity-based exploratory methodology with automobile drivers in a 
workshop environment to elicit their perceptions of secondary control naturalness.  

Methodological Review  
A method selection shortlist was compiled by scoring the human-centred design methods in 
Martin and Hanington (2012; well known in its field) and in Giacomin (2014; which includes 
additional future simulation methods), against six criteria (three essential, three desirable) 
which had been selected by the researchers in accordance with the research objectives. In order 
of priority, with most important at the top, the six criteria for shortlisting methods were: 

1. Must be qualitative  
2. Must be exploratory in nature  
3. Must involve or permit hands-on artefact-focused activity 
4. Ideally should have potential to elucidate ‘private, silent’ interactions 
5. Ideally should be applicable to the physical scale of the automobile dashboard/cabin 
6. Ideally should allow immediate data capture during interactions 

Ethnography and interview based methods were excluded because they had already been 
attempted (e.g. Ramm et al. 2014). The six highest scoring methods outlined below were each 
considered to meet four or five of the six criteria. 
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‘Think Aloud’ Protocol  
‘Think Aloud’ Protocol (TAP) testing was first described by Ericsson and Simon (1984) as a 
way of eliciting users’ thoughts, mental models, reflections and affective responses during 
interactions (e.g. Goodman, Kuniavsky and Moed 2013). Users are literally asked to ‘think 
aloud’ during or just after key interactions (Makri, Blandford and Cox 2011). It has on 
occasions been used to seek to understand ‘natural behaviours’ (Makri, Blandford and Cox  
2011). TAP is rarely seen in published automotive literature, an exception being Banks, Stanton 
and Harvey (2014b). There are three main variants of TAP but ‘Concurrent’ is the version most 
used in interface design, to elucidate solo interactions as they occur. TAP can be time intensive 
and is typically undertaken on just 5-12 users while being audio or video recorded (Makri, 
Blandford and Cox 2011). Olmsted-Hawala et al (2010) and others have suggested adapting the 
method to ‘probe’ interactions, thoughts and body language ‘in-the-moment’ to overcome 
possible silence and awkwardness. While TAP is normally used in late stage prototyping and 
testing, the literature does not suggest it cannot be used for exploratory purposes. 

Exploratory Design Workshop  
Design workshops involve facilitating a group of product users using various hands-on, 
engaging, reflective activities in order to gain deeper understanding of customer needs, 
meanings and perceptions, usually for the purpose of improved product or service design. Some 
design anthropologists have suggested that the kind of knowledge essential for successful 
design is accessed only through such ‘creative play’ (e.g.Ylirisku and Buur 2007). Crucially, 
there is less emphasis on narrative self-reporting and post-rationalization. Thoughts arise and 
are elicited as a by-product of stimulating exercises. Design workshops may be used for 
exploratory research (Martin and Hanington 2012). A common way of doing this is to ask 
participants to create a representation of an ‘ideal product’. Involving users as co-creators can 
produce ideas that are creative and highly valued (Kristensson, Matthing and Johansson 2008).  

‘Breaching’ 
A ‘breaching exercise’ was recommended as a useful extension to a design workshop (in a 
meeting with Monica Degen on 13th May, 2014). Participants are asked to create a ‘worst 
possible’ product or scenario. First described by ethnomethodologist Garfinkel (1967), 
breaching seeks to understand people’s reactions to violations of ‘norms’. The assumption is 
that people are not always consciously aware of the ‘unwritten rules’ of interactions. 

Flexible Modeling 
Flexible modeling is a hands-on participatory method of generative, exploratory or evaluative 
research, helping users to express their needs and desires in a physical form. Given a kit of 
artefacts, an engaging practical task, and focused facilitation, insight can be provided into 
designing improved products and services (Martin and Hanington 2012). Kits may comprise 
either general ‘non-specific’ artefacts for more open-ended design tasks, or familiar ‘specific’ 
artefacts when the nature of the artefacts is relatively fixed (for example in an automobile) but 
not necessarily their arrangement (Martin and Hanington 2012). 

Focus Groups  
Focus groups are ‘collective interviews’ used in market research and applied psychology 
(Coolican 1990) comprising in-depth professionally facilitated discussions with a small group 
of consumers (Stewart and Shamdasani 2014). Focus groups are sometimes used in design 
research with artefact stimuli (Martin and Hanington 2012). The key difference from interviews 
is the group stimulation and ‘negotiation’ of responses, with relatively flexible questioning, 
which may elicit insights which might not emerge in solo interviews (Coolican 1990).  A pre-
exercise is often given before participants attend as a ‘sensitizing’ exercise to the topic in 
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question (Stewart and Shamdasani 2014). Like ethnographic interviewing, focus group 
discussions commonly begin with open-ended ‘grand tour’ questions (Spradley 1979) that seek 
to obtain participants’ overall orientation towards a topic.  

Future Fiction 
Future fiction, or science fiction prototyping, is the use of science fiction story, film or comic, 
typically based on real science and technology, to explore the real world implications and uses 
of future technologies (Johnson 2011). Ylirisku and Buur (2007) and Dunne (1999) suggest 
creating realistic but compelling scenarios to display a future that people may have difficulty 
imagining unsupported. In the automotive domain, Gaspar et al (2014) suggested using 
‘imagined scenarios’ to make bench testing of controls more realistic, while Gkouskos, 
Normark and Lundgren (2014) created two ‘pre-designed futures… as inspiration to design 
future vehicles’ (60).   
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Method 

Method Selection 
There are few set rules for sample size in qualitative exploratory inquiry (Patton 1990). The 
methodological review suggested that all the shortlisted methods were relatively resource 
intensive and typically undertaken with only small groups of participants. Therefore, a small-
scale, in-depth study appeared appropriate. Each method represented an opportunity to answer 
the research question in different ways. Equally a variety of methods can be more stimulating 
for participants (Cornish, Cornish and Dukette 2009). Therefore it was decided the workshop 
should be a combination of all six methods above, using a variety of automobile secondary 
control artefacts as stimuli. By comparing the research question with the six methods, the 
following methodological decisions were made: 

1. Concurrent Probing Think Aloud appeared the single best method for elucidating 
‘private silent’ interactions in the moment they occurred. 

2. An exploratory design workshop was considered logical because of the need to access 
minimally post-rationalized perceptions about physical interactions and interface 
arrangements. Since most of an automobile’s secondary control interaction takes place at 
its dashboard, with familiar but not wholly standardized controls, a flexible modeling 
exercise with both ‘dashboard-specific’ and ‘non-specific’ artefacts appeared logical 
(Martin and Hanington 2012). A session was conceived whereby drivers would create a 
representation of a ‘natural-feeling dashboard’ on a tabletop template, choosing from a 
stock of familiar automobile controls removed from a variety of automobiles, and a variety 
of familiar non-automobile controls. The resulting representations could be photographed 
and participants asked to explain their choice of artefacts and arrangement. A similar 
breaching exercise immediately afterwards would be to represent an ‘unnatural-feeling 
dashboard’. Post-It notes, paper, marker pens and magazines would be made available to 
permit written, illustrated or collaged representations. 

3. A focus group format was considered the most appropriate way of achieving deep enquiry. 
Group size would be limited to two to four, to encourage sharing and discussion (Stewart 
and Shamdasani 2014). A sensitizing question would be sent in advance. 

4. To maintain contextual faithfulness it was decided one focus group, one ‘Think Aloud’ 
activity, and the future fiction scenario (below) should take place inside a real automobile. 

5. This study was intended to be relevant to a future involving ‘intelligent’ automobile 
secondary controls. Therefore a small ‘talking car’ future fiction was devised. Participants, 
seated in a real automobile, would be asked to imagine it was talking to them. Six 
messages would be played on a speech synthesizer, based on some of the future scenarios 
described in Ramm et al (2014) varying from ‘personal’ to ‘technical’ in subject matter and 
‘humanlike’ to ‘machinelike’ in delivery. The six messages concerned technical problems, 
route guidance, assistance finding a rest stop, and diary management. Participants would 
immediately be asked questions about how natural or unnatural each message felt and why.  

Venue  
The venue selected was a large research laboratory (Figure 2) which hosts a parked test 
automobile (a 2002 Jaguar S-type, Figure 3). This was to keep the workshop’s exercises 
psychologically grounded in automobiles and driving while minimizing effects of scenery, 
weather or temperature. 
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Figure 2: The venue for the workshops, during a focus group session. 

 

 
Figure 3: A test car parked inside the workshop being used to keep the sessions ‘grounded’ in automobiles. 
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Session Plan 
The chosen methods were tested and refined in a trial workshop involving three automobile-
owning designers not directly involved in the research. Accordingly, a session plan was devised 
and is summarized in Table 1. Drawing on the literature of usability testing (e.g. Dumas and 
Reddish 1999), suitable prompt questions were devised and tested. Some of the prompts are 
also listed in Table 1. Doing the six activities was estimated to take three hours per group. 

 
Table 1: Session Plan for the workshops showing the mix of activities and prompt questions 

Exercise 
(time) 

Method 
(location) 

Activity Typical prompt questions 

1. Sensitization 
(20 minutes) 

Focus Group 
(at table) 

Discussion about the way 
people’s first automobile felt to 
drive 

What were the sensations of first 
using an automobile’s controls? What 
is the sensory experience these days? 

2. Operating 
loose controls 
(15 minutes) 

Think Aloud 
(standing) 

Participants asked to operate 
various loose automobile controls 

How do they feel, look and sound? 
Which are most suitable for an 
automobile? 

3. Natural 
dashboard 
creation 
(25 minutes) 

Exploratory 
Design 
Workshop with 
Flexible Modeling 
(at table) 

Imagining and representing a 
‘natural-feeling dashboard’ from 
various artefacts on a tabletop 
template.  

What does each artefact represent? 
What feels natural about each? Was 
there anything you would have liked 
to include? Explain choices of 
artefacts, layouts and materials. 

4. Unnatural 
dashboard 
creation 
(Breaching) 
(15 minutes) 

Exploratory 
Design 
Workshop with 
Flexible Modeling 
(at table) 

Breaching exercise to represent 
the most ‘unnatural-feeling 
dashboard’ using artefacts on the 
same tabletop template as above.  

What does each artefact represent? 
What feels unnatural and why? How 
would you describe the differences to 
the natural dashboard previously? 

5. Operating 
controls in a 
real automobile 
(25 minutes) 

Think Aloud with 
Focus Group style 
discussion 
(in test car) 

Operating various fixed and loose 
controls in the real automobile. 
Probing of expectations and 
effects of context on perceptions. 

How does it feel? What do you 
imagine the automobile is doing? 
What feels natural or unnatural about 
it? How would motion affect that?  

6. Future fiction 
(‘speaking 
automobile’) 
(25 minutes) 

Future Fiction 
with Think Aloud 
style probing 
(in test car) 

Audio-based future fiction. 
Automobile appears to be voicing 
six messages. Participants asked 
how each felt and any thoughts 
that occur. 

How did it feel to hear that? Did it 
feel natural? What would be your 
reply? What personality should the 
car have? How could an intelligent 
future automobile behave naturally? 

Reflexivity 
In qualitative research, it is recommended to reflect on experimental conditions and researcher 
intrusion to consider what biases may arise (Coolican 1990). A psychologist helped identify 
potential biases by considering the physical, social and technological environments in the 
proposed set up. Accordingly, several measures were agreed to minimize and mitigate potential 
biases. They related mainly to laboratory stimuli (e.g. representing non-premium as well as 
premium automobiles) realistic test automobile use (e.g. activating lights and wipers to 
compensate for artificial venue lighting and low visibility), activity ordering (e.g. varying 
activities and providing breaks to avoid fatigue) and grounded topic guide questions (e.g. 
encouraging discussion of participants’ own automobiles to ground perceptions in reality). 

Sampling Strategy and Participant Numbers 
A small-scale in-depth study of a specific phenomenon can be a valid strategy (Patton 1990). 
Saturation is achieved when no more unique verbal data ‘codes’ are obtained (Mason 2010). 
‘Purposeful sampling’ (Coolican 1990) was chosen to recruit a selection of people who are 
fairly representative of the general population. Following a review of qualitative samples sizes 
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in similar work (e.g. Guest, Bunce and Johnson 2006) 10-12 participants were considered 
appropriate for this initial study into a poorly understood topic. Meschtscherjakov et al (2011) 
for example found that no new relevant findings were generated after the eighth participant in a 
contextual inquiry inside a moving automobile. Very young and very old drivers who may have 
perceptual shortcomings (McGwin and Brown 1999) were excluded. For reasons of ‘purposeful 
sampling’ one driver of each of seven common automobile types (Ramm et al. 2014) was 
recruited, and at least two non-European drivers. Physical characteristics were not controlled 
for. 

Group Size  
A trial workshop suggested that having more than two participants per session would make the  
many activities hard to manage, especially those inside the automobile. Accordingly, the final 
workshops had just two participants, to promote efficient facilitation and sharing of thoughts.  

Scheduling 
Six half-day workshops (i.e. 12 participants) were planned for August 2014. After each 
workshop, a cumulative calculation was to be performed showing the total number of new 
codes added, in order to judge if saturation had been achieved and a further session was 
warranted. 

Recruitment 
A ‘call for participation’ was placed on the Brunel University Staff and Student intranet in July 
2014 seeking drivers aged 25 to 70. Possession of an automobile and driving license were 
essential. Screening for automobile type and participant nationality was carried out as above. 
Participants were told that the study was about automobile controls, but not ‘naturalness’, to 
avoid prejudicing, following recommendations by Steg, Vlek and Slotegraaf (2001).  

Selecting the Workshop Artefacts  
A stock of automobile secondary controls (the ‘artefacts’) was required for the flexible 
modeling part of the exploratory design workshop, and the initial Think Aloud session. The 
choice was made by using a simple matrix with one axis representing the five user actions 
present in most modern automobiles (electronic ‘click’, pushing, sliding, twist/rotate, and 
toggle/lever) and the other axis representing four decades of interface design from 1980 to 
present. Then three examples of each of the 20 action/decade combinations were procured on 
eBay. In addition, a steering wheel and set of pedals were provided for context. No automobile 
brand names were visible. So as not to restrict participants’ choice to automobile stereotypes, 
for each action/decade combination two non-automobile controls were provided as well – such 
as light switches, game controls and calculators. A ‘materials samples’ collection was made 
available comprising 40 blocks of material exhibiting a variety of colours and textures. Blank 
Post-it notes and paper, and a stock of magazines were also provided to allow participants to 
reference unavailable artefacts or intangible concepts, or represent their layouts on paper rather 
than through artefacts if they preferred.  

Experimental Procedure 
The range of artefacts was grouped on a central table in random order for use in Exercises 2, 3 
and 4. The test automobile’s power supply was live and its secondary controls functional. 
Informed consent forms were presented for signature seeking consent for still photography (not 
faces) and full transcription (anonymized). A preamble was read out encouraging honesty and 
respect. Participants were asked to think creatively and to give their honest perceptions, 
representations and feelings, rather than prevailing cultural perceptions. It was explained that 
the dashboard flexible modelling sessions were intended to represent feelings and concepts 
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rather than produce realistic or functional engineering prototypes. A professional audio 
recording device was used to capture voices for full transcription later. A photographer assisted. 
Each workshop started with the sensitizing exercise.  
 

 
Figure 4: Tabletop containing some of the automobile components for use in various workshop sessions.  

 
 

 
Figure 5: Tabletop containing some of the non-automobile components for use in various workshop sessions.  
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Figure 6: Participants operating various loose controls by hand during a ‘Think Aloud’ session. 

 

Results 

Summary 
Five workshops involving ten participants were conducted to achieve saturation (see Section 
5.2 below). The mean age of participants was 41. Seven were British and two were South 
Korean nationals and one an Indian national. Between them the participants owned two small 
cars, two family cars, two premium cars, one large car, one luxury car, one SUV, and one 
sports car. Three hours was sufficient to complete the activities with each of the groups. The 
mixture of exercises and methods elicited much data directly related to the research question.  

Data Analysis 
Thematic Analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006) was used on full transcriptions because this allows 
rich interpretation and pattern identification from verbal data (Saldaña 2015). In addition, 
because so much data were obtained (13 hours, around 200 pages of transcript) Content 
Analysis (Krippendorff 2012) was also used, counting occurrences of similar semantics to 
estimate commonality. Analysis used principles of ‘grounded theory’ (Glaser and Strauss 2009). 

Following the procedures recommended by Braun and Clarke (2006) the full audio recording 
was listened to after each workshop and tentative pre-coding notes made on full paper 
transcriptions in the ‘eclectic’ manner (Saldaña 2015) coding fully not partially (i.e. ‘splitting’ 
not ‘lumping’; ibid. Data were then ‘pattern coded’ (ibid) at a concept level (usually ‘X is 
associated with natural-feeling interaction’). Coding was done on paper because for small in-
depth studies it can give more control and preserve nuances (Saldaña 2015). All statements 
apparently relating to naturalness or unnaturalness of secondary controls were coded. Other 
statements were ignored. Similar codes were combined, and prolific codes subdivided where 
possible to make nuances and patterns of meaning more apparent (Patten 1990). Codes that 
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appeared only once were ignored. This formed a master code list (Saldaña 2015) for final 
coding using acronyms for each code on fresh paper transcripts. 

In summary, the five transcripts together provided 1770 relevant codeable statements. After 
each workshop, a saturation check was made. For example, the fourth workshop added four 
codes to the cumulative list of 175 derived from the first three workshops, making 179. The 
fifth workshop added no new codes. Saturation was considered to have been achieved and no 
further workshops were held after the fifth. The number of codes is within the range suggested 
by Friese (2014). Table 2 shows the 10 most frequent codes.  

 

Table 2: list of 10 most frequent ‘naturalness’ codes in the data, with most frequent at the top 

Rank    Naturalness-related code (statement) 

1. driver being in full control feels natural; driver should not delegate or cede control  
2. natural-feeling interactions should not distract from the primary driving task  
3. minimum utility on the move feels natural; not too much input or adjustment required on the move 
4. natural-feeling controls are highly physically discernible (well-spaced/easy to locate by touch) 
5. old fashioned controls feel natural in an automobile, these should be kept even if skeuomorphism 
6. low visual demand (generally) feels natural 
7. the control being intuitive to use feels natural 
8. general sense of ease or simplicity feels natural, relaxed feeling while driving 
9. weightiness or resistance of controls feels natural 
10. naturalness preference for uncluttered, simple layout, tidy, not too many buttons 

 

Thematic Clustering 
The codes were tentatively grouped into logically similar clusters (i.e. ‘themes’) in an Excel 
spreadsheet, noting their frequency. These clusters were based on ‘ergonomic’ categorizations 
(e.g. ‘low visual demand’) revealed in the literature review. This resulted in 11 distinct themes 
of roughly equal frequency. To maintain objectivity in clustering, various attempts were made 
to cluster the 179 codes into alternative themes. Codes were printed and cut into paper strips 
(Martin and Hanington 2012; Saldaña 2015) to attempt alternative taxonomies such as the 
human need apparently served by each code, and what sensory channel each code related to 
(Recommended by sociologist Monica Degen in an email dated April 14th, 2014). Codes were 
also grouped using themes from related published frameworks such as Jordan (2002) and 
Gaspar et al (2014). However, none of these efforts provided usable thematic frameworks 
because about 30-40% of codes could not be allocated anywhere in the taxonomy. 

Independent Code and Theme Checking Process  
It is recommended in Thematic Analysis to use independent coders (Braun and Clarke 2006; 
Saldaña 2015). Five independent researchers completed the following procedure: 

1. Free (eclectic) coding of three pages of transcript using only the research question. The 
coders were encouraged to write all their codes and thoughts on the printed papers. 

2. Next they were asked to group the codes they identified above into higher-level themes. 
Again, thought processes were captured on paper. 

3. Only after stages 1 and 2 were complete were participants sent the working list of 11 
‘ergonomic’ themes, with each concisely explained and numbered. Participants were 
asked to write the number on the transcript every time they thought that theme occurred.  
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A final thematic grouping check involved giving a different independent psychology researcher 
from another university all 179 codes on paper strips in the form of a ‘card sorting exercise’ 
(Martin and Hanington 2012). Although a plausible alternative grouping of four themes 
resulted, it did not offer any advantages over the 11 ‘ergonomic’ theme framework and was 
rather less descriptive. 

 

Figure 7: An example ‘natural feeling dashboard’ creation, demonstrating a ‘sparse’ layout with predominantly dark 
and matt materials. 

 

 

Figure 8: An example ‘unnatural feeling dashboard’ creation, exhibiting many small identical buttons, rough and 
metallic textures, and sources of visual distraction. 
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Figure 9: Participant explaining features of a dashboard creation in the flexible modelling session. 

Final Thematic Framework 
A desirable quality of any thematic framework is a manageable number of descriptive themes 
(Coolican 1990) each representing roughly equal proportions of responses. Each of the chosen 
11 ‘ergonomic’ themes were found to be of roughly equal ‘weight’ in terms of their number of 
constituent codes and overall frequency of occurrence. These 11 themes are summarized below 
using example quotations about naturalness from participants to ‘ground’ the findings 
(recommended in Thematic Analysis; Braun and Clarke 2006). 

1 Familiarity and Predictability  
Secondary controls and automobile responses that are familiar, recognisable, predictable, safe, 
and not alarming appear to feel natural. These qualities can also be ‘learned’ – for example 
skilled driving with its strategic coordination of multiple controls may feel highly unnatural at 
first but become highly natural-feeling once learned and familiar – and ultimately ‘automatic’. 

‘I get in and drive, I don’t go through a series of processes.  I just get in the car and 
come out somewhere else and the rest is done sort of automatically.’   
‘It would just have to be instinctive […] I think on most cars the wiper controls are in 
the same place and stuff so a set format between manufacturers would be convenient.’ 

2 Driver in Full and Ultimate Control 
Secondary controls and features that make the driver feel fully in control, and the driving task 
feel easy, appear to feel natural. The driver should always be ‘in the loop’ and ultimately feel in 
control even if control is temporarily delegated to technology. Arranging important secondary 
controls around the steering wheel or master display may help this feeling. 

‘And it’s just a sense of achievement that when you’ve completed the journey, you’ve 
done it safely and you’ve done it exactly how you want to do it, including controlling 
the radio, all the other comfort things, yeah.’ 
‘So you have the basic controls nearer in, so steering wheel controls on the central part 
and… all within easy reach.  And the more peripheral things get further out.’   
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3 Communication with Reality  
It may feel natural for an automobile to communicate certain ‘real-world’ information - about 
its mechanicals, the road, and the environment - through its secondary controls and systems. 
There was a strong sense that this information was a ‘reminder’ that driving is a serious 
interaction with the real world rather than ‘a computer game’ (which would feel unnatural). 

‘You could forget that you’re actually in control of, you know, a two or three-ton car.  
And I think that you should remember that.  You’re not controlling just a go-kart.’ 
‘You need some sort of resistance from the wheels to know that you’re having a 
physical effect outside otherwise it feels like you’re playing a game.’   

4 Weighty Physical Sensations  
These appeared to be a collection of related physical sensations and perceptions at the interface 
that feel natural, mainly felt through the hands and categorized by feelings of weight and 
precision. Examples include sensations of heaviness (rather than light-feeling), tightness (rather 
than loose-feeling), directness (rather than delayed-feeling), precision, robustness, and tactility 
(which was defined by participants as ‘not too hard or shiny feeling’). 

‘There [is] a nice amount of resistance and when you adjusted them it stays put where 
you’ve put it.’ 
 ‘You want to be able to feel that you’re doing something.’  

5 Cabin Comfort and Sanctuary  
A comfortable, dark, protected, relaxing, homely, aesthetically pleasing automobile cabin with 
good visibility outwards but adequate privacy from strangers, appears to be associated with 
natural-feeling interaction. A natural-feeling car cabin would promote sharing and community 
within it. 

‘I think metal should be on the outside of the car, not the inside [laughs]… from outside 
[the car is] a sort of metal lump and then I sort of expect when I go inside the car to feel 
cozy, to feel sort of more soft.’ 
‘[Driving] is usually a chance to interact and that would feel unnatural if everyone was 
isolated and cut off from each other.’ 

6 Uncluttered Cabin Architecture 
A natural-feeling dashboard may be simple and uncluttered, with distinctive secondary controls 
located logically and discernible by touch alone, ergonomically optimized for fingers and arm 
reach. Logical control locations and mappings will mean that unintended inputs are rare. 
Switches and rotary controls may feel more natural than digital or touchscreen ‘clicks’. 

‘It’s got to be so you can operate it by feel.’ 
‘So many controls could be quite overwhelming, so just a bombardment of information 
and just too much button controls, that would be unnatural.’ 

7 Low Visual Demand  
Natural-feeling secondary controls demand very little visual attention away from the primary 
driving task. Non-visual modalities are used for feedback such as sound, and physical feel (for 
example the position of a control). Natural-feeling secondary controls may be operated without 
looking. Some analogue dials may be more natural-feeling than alphanumeric displays. 
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‘Without even looking at it, it’s easy to distinguish the ways, you know, whether it’s 
forward or backward, whether it’s open or closed.’  

‘It feels like it’s working, I’ve got sound as well so if I’m concentrating on driving […] 
being able to hear it is helpful.’   

8 Low Cognitive Demand  
Natural-feeling secondary control interaction appears not to cause significant cognitive 
distraction from the primary driving task. Minimal information and choices are presented to the 
driver when in motion. A secondary control’s shape and movement are logically mapped to its 
function. Switchgear inputs are therefore obvious or, at worst, clearly labelled. 

‘Too many conscious decisions will be unnatural.’ 

‘The controls are there to serve a purpose but the purpose is so you can concentrate on 
driving safely and enjoying that.  So the controls need to disappear effectively and so 
you’re focused on what you’re doing.’ 

9 Humanlike Driver-Automobile Partnership  
In the future, intelligent secondary features and automation may feel more natural if the 
automobile as a whole behaves as a trusted ‘helpful subservient co-driver’ – competent, 
informative, polite, and proactive.  

‘Rather than it just being simply a machine, it would be something that you might sort 
of have some faith in.’ 
 ‘This isn’t my friend, this is going to do what I want it to do.’   

10 Humanlike Sentience and Learning 
A future intelligent automobile might feel natural if it sensed, processed, understood and 
learned things in a more humanlike way. Such an automobile would remember preferences and 
routines in secondary system use, predict situations, adapt behaviour and appear to be socially 
and emotionally empathetic.  

‘Empathy… so it understands what you’re trying to achieve […] so that it kind of 
interacts well and it has the same objectives as what you’re trying to achieve.’ 
‘[If] you’ve got road rage or things like that, if your car could kind of pick up on it, it 
would be, ‘Alright, now calm down’.’   

11 Humanlike Verbal-Auditory Communication 
A future intelligent automobile could naturally be instructed and directed by the human voice 
alone, and may talk back to its driver too. It would understand natural language perfectly, but 
speak mainly only when spoken to, keeping its messages brief, timely, polite, concise and 
unambiguous. The tone of voice would be neither too humanlike nor too machinelike.  

‘Voice control is improving, it might be quite a natural way to communicate with 
something that is communicating back to you’. 

‘I personally quite like it sounding a bit like a computer, I think it’s quite unsettling 
when... it is trying to sound [informal] like “Hiya, you know your oils levels are low”.’ 

These themes were then arranged into the framework in Figure 10 below to reflect higher order 
clustering of logically related themes. 
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Figure 10: The final 11-themed framework of driver-automobile naturalness derived from thematic analysis. 
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Discussion  

Participants’ natural-feeling dashboard representations tended to be sparse, simple, convenient, 
proactively assistive, with large mechanical controls in addition to screens, and predominantly 
matt and dark textures (Figure 7). Their unnatural-feeling dashboard representations tended to 
feature many small identical poorly labelled buttons (e.g. from 1990s radio bezels), overly 
complicated settings (e.g. a window control that required dialing in an exact opening 
percentage), unnecessary alphanumeric readouts, loose wires, rough or metallic textures, few 
mechanical or analogue controls, and distracting reflections or flashes (Figure 8). 

General familiarity and predictability of an automobile’s secondary controls appeared central 
to them feeling natural, as did the driver’s sense of being in full control. Despite the 
occasional inclusion of digital devices and touchscreens; physical buttons, dials and switches 
generated much more naturalness-related discussion. This explains why three of the final 11 
characteristics were ‘physical’ aspects. The most frequently cited naturalness characteristics 
were however the ‘usability’ aspects – ‘low cognitive demand’ followed by ‘uncluttered cabin 
architecture’ and ‘low visual demand’. The three remaining characteristics represent natural-
feeling humanlike intelligence of future automobiles. Many of these have parallels with those 
obtained through the Contextual Inquiry style interviews in Ramm et al (2014). Some parallels 
in wider research findings, and higher order observations will now be suggested. 

Familiarity and predictability are often considered important in ‘natural’ interaction (O’hara 
et al. 2013; Wigdor and Wixon 2011) and may perhaps elevate naturalness above a standard 
‘usability’ approach. In real-world user testing of 3D automobile instrument displays, Broy et 
al (2015) also found that meeting expectation and retaining familiarity were important. 
Skeuomorphism, whereby new technology imitates older familiar controls, is a recognized 
approach to digital interaction design (Shedroff and Noessel 2012).  

Improving the physicality or tangibility (Dourish 2004) of digital interfaces is the subject of 
much recent research. Visions of automotive futures (e.g. Mercedes’; Fowler 2015) often show 
no physical controls at all, other than steering wheel and pedals. Yet Ford’s customer 
experience with its first MyTouch touchscreen system (Lanks 2015) suggested that entirely 
digital secondary controls may not feel entirely natural. Ford’s reaction was to reintroduce 
some physical knobs. The role of comfort is unclear because several participants commented 
that a natural-feeling automobile should not be too comfortable. Comfort is generally not 
considered significant in naturalness by the wider literature. It may be that participants’ basic 
human need for comfort and privacy was misinterpreted as a naturalness requirement. 

Usability issues were very salient perhaps because drivers were operating controls new to them, 
and using an unfamiliar dashboard. In the literature, usability is sometimes considered as an 
important precept to naturalness, but the relationship may be more complex (O’hara et al. 2013). 
For example, too much naturalness may hinder usability (Pieraccini and Huerta 2008) or 
naturalness may lead to perceptions of usability rather than the other way round (Susini et al. 
2012). The inclusion of the breaching exercise helps explains why all the usability 
characteristics are expressed as the lack of a negative quality, e.g. ‘uncluttered’. Participants 
appeared to prefer this form, and in practice it was difficult to find adequate positive 
equivalents. For example, participants readily engaged with the concept of natural-feeling 
dashboards being ‘uncluttered’ whereas ‘well-spaced’ brought about unintended connotations.  

The voice-based activity may have prejudiced answers towards verbal-auditory 
communication, but this characteristic did often arise spontaneously before that exercise 
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(which was at the end). There is a parallel with Van Dam’s (1997) interpretation of human-
computer naturalness as mimicking human-human interactions. The use of a synthesized 
computer voice for the ‘talking automobile’ future fiction exercise provided much discussion, 
uninhibited criticism and insight, generating some useful naturalness perceptions relating to 
intelligence, politeness, humanlikeness and agency. The resulting humanlike intelligence 
characteristics suggest how interaction might still feel natural in a world where automobile 
systems have greater intelligence than their drivers. Using the metaphor of a single ‘humanlike 
co-pilot’ in autonomous driving may feel more natural than multiple semi-autonomous systems. 

Overall, these findings have many similarities with those of Gkouskos, Normark and Lundgren 
(2014), one of the few comparable studies which explored ‘what drivers really want’ from 
their automobiles. More generally, there are parallels with other well-known heuristics for 
human-centred interface design such as Nielsen (1994). In many respects then, the results are 
not especially novel or paradigm-shifting, but it must be reiterated that there have been very 
few attempts at developing evidence-based human-centred design heuristics for the automobile. 
If the data suggests that what feels natural in an automobile’s secondary controls is not very 
different from what feels natural on a good smartphone or website, then that is still an 
important finding. 

Some of the naturalness characteristics permit, or presuppose, quite modern technologies. For 
example touchscreens, voice control, machine learning of driver behaviour, data monitoring 
and even conversational monitoring were all considered ‘natural’ by some participants in some 
scenarios. This suggests naturalness is not a stable perception and will continue to evolve 
over time according to culture, consumer electronics and automotive trends. Where drivers 
once reached for a rotary lever to control their window, they now instinctively hunt for a 
switchpack on their armrest. Repeated exposure to novel secondary controls may become 
familiar and thereby natural. 

In summary, it can be proposed that an automobile, secondary system or secondary control 
which complies with as many of the 11 characteristics as appropriate will be perceived as more 
‘natural’ than one that does not. Not all characteristics will be applicable to every system and 
attempting to do so may undermine the more essential qualities of ‘familiarity’ and 
‘predictability’. Some of the characteristics may exist in dynamic tension – for example too 
many physical controls may lead to a cluttered cabin, and too much communication with the 
road and automobile may undermine comfort. The 11 characteristics are felt to be suitable for 
professionals to use as a heuristic and the research question has been answered appropriately.  

In terms of the methods used themselves, and meeting the secondary research objective of 
using activity-based exploratory methodology in the automotive domain, the study suggests 
that exploratory design workshops, flexible modeling and Think Aloud analyses with non-
experts in small groups can be successful in generating initial understanding of interactional 
perceptions and stereotypes.  Specifically, the stock of automobile controls and materials were 
appropriated very creatively by participants to represent abstract feelings and sensory 
preferences as well as physical concepts. The ‘materials database’ with its many textures and 
colours appeared particularly stimulating and was often appropriated to represent feelings and 
emotions. Drivers’ explanations of their choice of artefacts and layout tended to be highly 
relevant to the research question. Several participants commented after the breaching exercise 
that it was easier to specify what aspects and situations felt unnatural than what felt natural. As 
was the intention, the breaching exercise appeared to reveal unspoken design norms by 
deliberately violating them.  
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There was no evidence that participants were inhibited by working with physical artefacts and 
their arrangement. No participant used the paper or magazines provided as an alternative means 
of expression. Perhaps the inclusion of controls from the 1980s and 1990s was overly 
conservatizing because it may have evoked a sentimental reaction. However natural-feeling 
dashboard creations included touchscreens and wireless smartphone charging for example, 
whereas the tiny buttons on radio bezels of the 1990s were uniformly ridiculed and formed part 
of almost every ‘unnatural-feeling’ dashboard representation.  

The group size of ten participants is small in comparison to typical automotive studies but is 
considered appropriate for developing an initial framework of a poorly understood subject. The 
rigorous procedures described above achieved the criteria set for purposeful sampling and data 
saturation. Seen in context of related previous studies, the group size appeared acceptable. 

Conclusion  
In order to explore the characteristics of natural-feeling interaction between automobile drivers 
and their secondary, comfort and infotainment controls, an activity-based exploratory design 
workshop used five artefact-focused methods to elicit the perceptions of ten automobile drivers. 
The data was analyzed into 11 themes using Thematic Analysis. The resulting framework 
describes the dataset using largely ergonomic terminology. The study has demonstrated the 
feasibility of using activity-based exploratory methodology with drivers in a workshop 
environment to elicit perceptions of interaction naturalness. The framework will be used to 
triangulate findings with related contextual enquiry and participant observation studies.  

Further research should convert the themes into bipolar rating scale questionnaire items to test 
the framework’s validity quantitatively on real automobile controls with a much larger sample 
of drivers, to discover which correlations with naturalness are strongest and what factors 
underlie the themes. As perceptions of naturalness appear unstable, similar studies should be 
performed in future years. 
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